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Nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure in 21.2 +--- 3o.3 and h.1 +--- 2o.2 
rotational transitions of CH235 Cb at 9.2 and 15.9 GHz, respectively, was 
measured with a newly constructed pulsed supersonic beam, cavity Fourier 
transform microwave spectrometer. All components of nuclear quadrupole 
splitting; tensors of the chlorine nuclei in inertial and in principal quadrupole 
axes were determined. It is shown that in methylene halide molecules nuclear 
qnarlrnpolrc information lrcarls to a valnrc for L(XC::X) which is systrcmatically 
largrcr than L(XC::X) rlrcfinrcrl hy thrc positions of thrc nnclrci. Somrc novrcl frca
tnrrcs of thrc sprcctromdrcr arrc also rlrcscrihrcrl. 

PACS numbers: 33.15.Dj, 33.15.Pw, 33.20.Bx 

1. lntrodndion 

The inc:reasing use of molecular heam spectroscopic techniques, which allow 
high-resolution studies in the sub-Doppler regime, currently provides insight into 
many hitherto unknown molecular properties. Tt is now, for example, possible to 
determine fine details of electron distribution in standard covalent bonds, which 
are conventionally assumed to he cylindrically symmetric about the axis joining 
the hound nuclei. Ac:c:urate studies of nuclear quadrupole coupling allow measure
ment of the previously elusive off-diagonal components of the nuclear quadrupole 
splitting tensor in asymmetric: top molecules, so that diagonalir,ation of this ten
sor is possible, and the orientation of its principal axes can he determined. Nu
clear quadrupole splitting constants XrYrY are proportional to the field gradients 
o2 V/oo 2 . For a quadrupolar nucleus terminal to a cylindrically symmetrical chem
ical hond the principal quadrupole tensor elements are related, in view of Laplace's 
equation, hy Xzz = -(X""+ Xyy) and X"" = Xyy, and the z-axis is collinear with 
the internuclear hond axis. Tn practice, the electron density about the z-axis is 
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slightly deformed as indicated by non-zero values of the quadrupole asymmetry 
parameter T) = (Xxx - Xyy )/Xzz, and the z-axis is not exactly collinear with the 
bond axis. There is considerable literature on the use of T) to characterize such 
quantities as the amount of IT-character of bonds [1], yet little is known about 
the trends concerning the divergence between bond direction and the direction of 
the symmetry axis of electron density. Good agreement between directions of the 
z-axis and the bond axis has often been noted, although, to our knowledge, there 
has been little discussion of possible systematic differences. One of the reasons was 
that usually either the quadrupolar or the structural information was less precise 
than the difference between the two. 

Accurate information of this type has recently become available for two 
members of the methylene halide series, CH 2 Br2 [2] and CH 212 [3]. For CH 2 Cb 
principal nuclear quadrupole splitting constants have been determined in a pio
neering study of off-diagonal quadrupole contributions [4] although the attained 
precision is insufficient for comparison against structural information. Quadrupole 
splitting constants of chlorine nuclei are much smaller than those of the two he a vier 
halogens and off-diagonal contributions to frequencies of rotational transitions nor
mally do not exceed several tens of kHz, unless a suitable perturbation is present 
[5, 6]. The use of sub-Doppler spectroscopic methods which, in the microwave re
gion, are characterized by measurement accuracy at the single kHz level, allows 
precise determination of such effects in the general case. Presently we report the re
sults of measurements of nuclear quadrupole structure in the rotational spectrum 
of CH 2 Cl 2 with a pulsed supersonic beam, cavity Fourier transform microwave 
(FTMW) spectrometer. C::omparison between angular information available from 
quadrupole c:onstants with struc:tural angles for the methylene halide molecules is 
made and reveals systematic trends which are discussed. Several novel features of 
our spec:trometer are also described. 

2. Experimental details 

The measurements were carried out with the newly c:ommissioned, pulsed 
supersonic nmr,le, cavity FTMW spec:trometer at the Tnstitute of Physics, Warsaw 
(Fig. 1). The spec:trometer is based on the well established Ralle-Flygare design [7] 
hut it embodies several key modifications for ease of use and improved sensitivity. 

The spectrometer consists of a 60 em diameter vacuum chamber which is 
pumped, through a 40 em diameter cut-off valve, hy a 5000 1 s- 1 oil diffusion 
pump hacked hy a 100 m:'l h- 1 rotary pump, produced hy TEPRO, Poland. The 
vacuum cham her is provided with a hinged door so that the microwave resonator, 
which is c:onstruc:ted as a self-supporting module, can easily he moved in or out. 
One mirror of the resonator is linked to a c:omputer c:ontrolled translation stage and 
the resonator can he tuned hy monitoring the signal reftec:ted from the resonator 
with a digital voltmeter. Automatic scanning under c:omputer c:ontrol is therefore 
possible. The small L-type c:oupling aerials in the centers of the mirrors can also 
he moved from outside the vacuum cham her hy means of appropriate mechanical 
linkages. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the cavity Fourier transform microwave spectrometer at 
the Institute of Physics. Full lines denote the path of the microwave signal and, with the 
exception of the microwave circulator and the coupling aerials, all elements in this path 

oprcratrc ovrcr 2-1 R G H r,. Thrc m arkrcd microwavrc signal procrcssing rclrcmrcnts arrc P1, P2 
- N arrla SP-2BDHSRO PTN diodrcs, DC1, DC2 - Narda 4203-10, 10 dR dirrcctional 

couplers, DC2 -Narda 4203-6, 6 dB directional coupler, VA- two Narda 4741R 
9 dR variahlrc attrcnnators connrcctrcd in srcrircs, M1, M2 - Mitrcq DR021 RLW2 mixrcrs, 

C- circnlator, onrc of Microwavrc Tntrcrnational F71 17-04FFF (2-4 GHr,), Trclrcdynrc Mi
crowavrc C::-4So3U-~O (4-R GHr,) or C::-7SR3U-40 (7.o-1R GHr,), D- HP-R472R drctrcctor. 
Thrc m arkrcd RF signal procrcssing rclrcmrcnts arrc M3- Mini-C::ircnits jjp_ 1 0.~1 4 RF -mixrcr, 

A 1 - Mitrcq A U-4A-01 10, flO dR gain amplifircr, A2- Mini-C::ircnits 7,FTr.~OOLN, 2.~ dR 

gain amplifircr, A3 - Mitrcq A U-3A-01 10 amplifircr, DC4- Mini-C::ircnits 7,FDC::-10-1 

1 0 d R dirrcction al conplrcr, F1, F2 - Mini-C::ircnits RTF21 .4 20 MH r, hand-pass filtrcrs, 
F3- 0.~ MHr, low-pass anti-aliasing filtrcr. Dottrcd linrcs drcnotrc GP-TR connrcctions. 

The mic:rowave signal path is constructed entirely from hroad hand coaxial 
elements and the diameter of the resonator mirrors was inc:reased to 50 em so that 
the low-frequency limit of diminishing performance (Fresnel numher of unity) was 
lowered to 4.5 GH11. The two microwave sources, the HP-R672A synthesir,er and 
the HP-8620C/HP-86290C sweeper are locked together hy means of the HP-8709A 
synchronir,er, and provide remotely controlled operation over the whole design 
2-1 R.5 GH11 frequency range of the spectrometer. 

A ftexihle data acquisition system was constructed on the hasis of an aver
aging digital oscilloscope (LeGroy 9::\lOA). The only purpose designed electronic 
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Fi~. 2. The avera~ed 10000 point oscilloscope record obtained by addin~ wave forms 

from 100 pulses of Ar ~as seeded with CH2Cb. On transition of the molecular beam 

throu~h the cavity 32 consecutive microwave pulses were applied at excitation frequency 

of 9277.1203 MHz. The timings were chosen so that signal obtained for the first two 

microwave pulses illustrates spectrometer response just prior to the arrival of the gas 

pulse. Spurious transients from the first 15 JLS directly followin~ the 200 ns excitin~ 

microwave pulse were suppressed for clarity and intensities are in arbitrary units. 

module, the "master pulse box", allows appropriate sequencing of up to 99 mi
c:rowave pulses per single gas pulse. The sample is pulsed into the vac:uum c:ham
her through a O.:Fi mm orific:e in a hac:king plate attac:hed to a General Valve 
Gorp. Series 9 valve with O.fi mm output diameter. The small semndary expan
sion c:hamher c:reated in this way extends the usable duration of gas expansion to 
5 ms, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Wide variation of the number and spacing of the 
exc:iting mic:rowave pulses per gas pulse is possible, and typic:ally from 20 to RO 
mi c:rowave relaxation signals were remrded per single gas pulse. The multipulse 
time-domain interferogram, of the type shown in Fig. 2, is autonomously averaged 
within the osc:illosmpe over as many gas pulses as nec:essary. The ac:quired infor
mation is transferred to the mmputer only on mmpletion of the measurement, the 
individual mic:rowave segments are then madded, and the result suhjed.ed to the 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) procedure to yield the frequency-domain spectrum. 
The hardware and signal proc:essing purpose-built software allow for various mm
promises between resolution and sensitivity, as illustrated in Fig. ::l. For example, 
during analysis of mmplex hyperfine patterns, the FFT of only the first wave 
pac:ket of the relaxation signal c:an he used to simplify the sped.rum hy eliminat
ing the Doppler doubling. Alternatively, in a sped.rum like that in Fig. ::l, only 
the first 65 !JS of the relaxation signal muld he remrded. This would inc:rease S/N 
hy more than doubling the number of mic:rowave pulses during a single gas pulse, 
although it would he at the mst of dec:reasing prec:ision offrequenc:y measurement 
hy a mrresponding fad.or. Various signal proc:essing options suc:h as hac:kground 
suhtrad.ion, variable amount of r,ero filling prior to c:arrying out the FFT, or alter-
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Fig;. 3. The 270 point time domain interferog;ram (a) resulting; from coaddition of seg;
ments visible in Fig;. 2 and its frequency domain spectra obtained by using; (b) only the 

first wave packet and (c) the first two wave packets in the FFT procedure. The inten

sities are in arbitrary units, the point spacing in the interferogram is 0.5 J.lS, and the 

data was zero filled up to 4096 points, so that point spacing; in the frequency domain is 

0.488 kHz. The two transitions are both to hig;h frequency from the excitation frequency 

of 9277.1203 MHz, at frequencies of 9277.2273 and 9277.4267 MHz. 

ing the apparent relaxation time of the recorded interferogram were also used to 
aid analysis. The speed of contemporary personal computers allows considerable 
amounts of r,ero filling, sinc:e with the P120 mmputer used in the spedrometer 
FFT of 16::lR4 data points programmed with standard software tools [R] takes less 
than one semnd. For this reason the measured line mntours no longer have to he 
suhjec:t of insuftkient data points in the frequenc:y-domain, whic:h affeded earlier 
work [9]. Although sc:hemes employing multiple mic:rowave pulses for a single gas 
pulse have heen reported previously [10], ours has the advantage of mnsiderahly 
greater flexibility in the c:hoic:e of ac:quisition parameters. 

The molec:ular heam was generated hy expanding the mixture of r:a. 2% 
of GH 2 Gl 2 in Ar c:arrier gas into the high vac:uum c:hamher of the spedrometer, 
from a hac:king pressure of 0.7 atm at a rate of 2 H11. The signal was averaged 
over several tens to several hundred gas pulses, depending on the intensity of the 
measured spedrosmpic: transition. Several of the known tec:hniques for inc:reasing 
sensitivity, suc:h as the use of a mic:rowave amplifier before the deteding mixer 
M2, or pulsing the sample along the resonator axis, still remain to he explored. 
Nevertheless c:urrent sensitivity was suffic:ient for observation of the rare isotopic: 
spec:ies of a van der Waals dimer, :JfiAr ... H:~~Gl, the ahundanc:e of whic:h is O.::l% 
of the parent isotopomer [11]. 

3. Results 

The rotational spedrum of GH 2 Gl 2 is allowed hy the non-r,ero /Jb dipole mo
ment mmponent. Tn the frequenc:y region 2-1R GH11 only two b P-type rotational 
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TABLE I 

Quantum number assi~nments, observed (MHz) and observed-calculated 
(kHz) frequencies for the measured hyperfine split tin~ components for two 
rotational transitions of CH 2 35 Cb. 

I' F' I" F" obs. 0-C I' F' I" F" obs. 0-C 

2, 1, 2 i- 3, 0, 3 1,1,1i-2,0,2 

3 3 3 2 9261.0932 -0.6 3 2 3 1 15897.0883 -0.9 

3 2 3 1 9266.1329 0.4 1 2 3 1 15898.0072 0.4 

3 4 1 4 9268.6529 0.7 3 2 1 2 15899.6867 -1.4 

1 3 1 3 9270.6260 0.8 1 1 1 2 15899.9534 -0.5 

3 2 3 2 9272.5198 -1.2 0 1 0 2 15900.5380 0.8 

3 3 3 3 9272.6754 -0.2 2 2 0 2 15901.0793 -0.6 

3 4 3 3 9275.5390 0.6 3 4 3 5 15906.0996 2.7 

3 1 3 0 9275.8646 0.9 3 2 1 3 15908.6488 -1.5 

3 4 3 5 9277.2273 1.0 1 2 1 3 15909.5679 -0.1 

3 5 3 6 9277.4267 0.7 3 3 1 3 15909.8315 -0.8 

1 1 1 2 9278.1896 0.5 3 2 3 2 15911.6543a -0.9 

0 2 0 3 9278.5578 0.5 1 1 3 2 15911.9203a -0.7 

2 3 2 4 9278.7240 -3.2 2 3 2 4 15912.2743a -1.8 

2 4 2 5 9278.7645 -1.7 1 2 3 2 15912.5723 -0.6 

2 1 2 1 9278.7774a -1.1 1 1 1 1 15920.5181 -0.7 

2 2 2 3 9278.9805 1.1 3 4 3 4 15921.07195 3.7 

1 2 1 3 9279.1797 0.6 3 3 3 4 15921.8130 -1.5 

1 3 1 4 9280.0681 0.6 1 0 1 1 15921.6358 -2.4 

3 3 3 4 9280.1563 1.3 2 3 2 2 15923.4813 0.5 

3 4 3 4 9283.0193 1.5 2 1 2 2 15924.0770 -0.2 

3 2 3 3 9284.1029 -0.0 1 2 3 3 15924.5597 0.5 

1 3 3 3 9286.9540 0.3 3 3 3 3 15924.8232 -0.4 

0 2 2 2 9289.4175 -2.3 

2 3 2 3 9289.6509 -1.2 

::l 5 ::l 5 9291 .4848 1.4 

aTransition assigned measurement error of 4 kHz, the error was oth
erwise set equal to 2 kH11. 

transitions, 21 ,2 i- 30 ,3 and 11 ,1 i- 20 ,2 , are expected to he observable at the low, 
su h 1 0 K, rotational temperature of the molecular he am spectrometer. The fre
quencies of many hyperfine components for hoth of these transitions were measured 
and are reported in TableT. For CH 2 Cl 2 , in which there are two symmetry equiv
alent chlorine nuclei, the optimum analysis of the hyperfine structure is through 
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the I, F coupling scheme of nuclear spins with molecular angular momentum [1]. 
The hyperfine quantum numbers are thus I= I(Cll) + I(Ch), F =I+ J and, for 
P-type transitions, the most intense hyperfine components are C!..I = 0, C!..F = -1. 
The Hamiltonian matrix was constructed by combining Watson's A-reduced pure 
rotational Hamiltonian Hr [12] with the splitting Hamiltonian Hq set up using 
spherical tensor methods [1]. The powerful program suite written by Pickett was 
used [13]. Graphical display programs were used to identify and select for measure
ment hyperfine components with the highest contributions from the off-diagonal 
quadrupole constant Xab· 

TABLE II 

The fitted and the derived spectroscopic constants for CH2 35 Cb resulting from anal
ysis of nuclear quadrupole hyperfine splitting structure due to the two chlorine nuclei. 

Fitted a Derived a 

A [MHz] [32002.2900(60)P Xbb [MHz] 1.8004(12) 

B [MHz] 3320.28126(6) 

c [MHz] [3065.22985(66)P Xzz [MHz] -75.35(21) 

Xxx [MHz] 35.41(21) 

Xaa [MHz] -41.7 418(11) Xyy = Xcc [MHz] 39.9414(12) 

Xbb - Xcc [MHz] -38.1411(22) 

Xab c [MHz] 50.93(23) eza 
c [deg] 33.43(5) 

L(CCl.a)d [deg] 34.11(2) 

Mcc [kHr,] 1.88(15) 

r( 0.060(3) 

Nlines 47 

IT fit [kHr,] 1.28 

"The reported unc:ertainties are standard errors in units of the last quoted digit. 
b Assumed value, Ref. [14], standard error determined therein is reproduc:ed in 
brackets. Quartic centrifugal distortion constants from Ref. [14] have also been 
assumed. 
"Angle between the princ:ipal quadrupole axis z and the princ:ipal inertial axis a. 

riA ngle between the GGl hond and the inertial a axis, Ref. [15]. 

eTJ =(X""- Xyy)/Xzz· 

The values of spedrosc:opic: c:onstants resulting from fitting the measured 
transition frequenc:ies are given in Table TT. Rotational and c:entrifugal distortion 
c:onstants determined in the high-resolution far-infrared (FTR) study of GH 2 Gl 2 

have heen assumed [14]. The deviation of fit is seen to he well within the value 
of 2 kHr, generally assumed for the prec:ision of measurement with the c:avity 
FTMW method. The analysis of FTMW measurements requires more prec:ise in
formation about Hr than is provided hy the FTR c:onstants and inc:lusion of ro
tational c:onstant R in the fit reduc:es deviation of fit from 2.28 kHr, to 1.28 kHr,. 
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Its fitted value B = 3320.28126(6) MHz is, however, consistent with the FIR 
value of 3320.28179(63) MHz. The frequency accuracy of FTMW measurements 
is also sufficient to observe spin-rotation effects. Spin rotation Hamiltonian Hsr = 
M · I( C::ll) + M · I( C::l2) [16] was added to H r + H q, and the transitions measured 
here were found to determine the Mcc component of the spin-rotation tensor, as 
listed in Table II. Although the experimental values of spin-rotation constants in 
asymmetric top molecules are still not very well understood, the present value is 
consistent with the magnitude of several kHz typically determined for the chlorine 
nucleus [16]. 

The CH 2 Cl2 molecule is oriented in the inertial axes so that the he a vi est 
nuclei lie in the ab inertial plane, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Thus the only non-zero 
off-diagonal quadrupole constant is Xab, although it should be remembered that 
Xab(C1 1 ) = -Xab(C12) [3, 4]. Diagonalization of the quadrupole tensor measured 
in the inertial axes frame will correspond to rotation through the angle Bza defined 
by tan(2Bza) = 2Xab/(Xaa - Xbb)- The derived values for the components of the 
principal quadrupole tensor and for the rotation angle are also given in Table II. 

b 

H 

I 

/c~ 
-----/\Eza-- --) ________ ----~-----a Cl __________ j__ : Cl 

Fig. 4. The orientation of the CH2Cb molecule in the inertial axes. The difference 
between the orientation of the quadrupole principal axis z and the axis of the CCl bond 
was exaggerated although it is in the direction consistent with the experimental result. 

The presently determined values of Xab and of principal quadrupole coupling 
constants for C::H2C::l2 compare with Xab = 52(3) MH11, Xzz = -76(4) MH11, and 
X"" = 36( 4) MH 11 determined in [4]. The value fJ 20 = 34 ± 1°, which was the 
primary quantity determined in [4], and was one of the first such determinations, 
is seen to have heen quite relia.hle, since the present more precise value is well 
within the previous error hounds. 

4. Discussion 

The present paper completes the data necessary for comparison of angu
lar quadrupole information with structural angles for three lightest quadrupolar 
methylene halides at accuracies which allow differences to he assessed with sig
nificance. The comparison is presented in Table TTl and it can he seen that the 
quadrupolar angle fJza is systematically smaller hy 0.7-1.1° than the angle between 
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TABLE III 

Comparison of an~ular information for methylene halides and related 
molecules derived from nuclear quadrupole analysis with that from the 
molecular structure. 

L(CX.a)a Ref. Bza b T)c Ref. 

CH2Cl2 34.11(2) [15] 33.42(5) 0.060(3) This work 

CH2Br2 33.83( 4) [17] 32.93( 4) 0.0417 [2] 

CH2I2 33.13(7) [3]d 32.00(1) 0.0213 [3] 

a Angle between the CX bond and the inertial a ax1s, equal to 
90°- L(XCX)/2. 
bAngle between the principal quadrupole axis z and the principal 
inertial axis a. 

cT) = (Xxx - Xyy )/Xzz · 
dRevised value obtained from combined results for C::H 2I2 and 
CD2I2, to be published. 
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the C::X bond and the a-axis. There is also a smooth increase in this difference, and 
a decrease in T), with the size of the halogen. The difference is magnified by a factor 
of 2 when considering L(XCX), and the quadrupole information defines an angle 
which is in all cases greater than the internuclear angle. Supporting evidence that 
this type of behavior is not limited to methylene halides comes from the data for 
CH 2BrCl [18] and CF 2BrCl [19], in which L(BrCCl) is consistent with the present 
pattern. This observation c:rt.n he reformulated into a conjecture that angles defined 
by symmetry axes of the field gradient between nuclei with large electron density 
will exc:eed the internuc:lear angles. Of course, it is not entirely unexpected that the 
elec:tron density at two terminal nuc:lei hound to a common atom would suffer some 
repulsive type distortion. Nevertheless, sinc:e we are measuring the properties of 
the field gradient and not the electron density itself we would not c:laim that these 
differenc:es direc:tly define the amount of "banana" c:haracter in covalent c:hemic:al 
bonds. The proper route forward would he to compare the experimental results 
with ac:c:urate ob initio elec:tron density and field gradient c:alc:ulations, although 
it is not c:ertain that suc:h small effects c:an yet he reliably modeled. We believe, 
however, that we have in this pa.per identified trends whic:h, even though they are 
small, have an important hearing on the nature of the c:hemic:al hond. 
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